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Overlay networksOverlay networks

•• Various network services provided by overlay Various network services provided by overlay 
networks (networks (service overlay networksservice overlay networks))
–– CDN, Grid, ApplicationCDN, Grid, Application--Level Multicast (ALM), VPN, Level Multicast (ALM), VPN, 

Anonymous file sharing, Anonymous file sharing, ……
•• Requirements for underlay IP networksRequirements for underlay IP networks

–– Delay, jitter, bandwidth, packet loss rate, TCP Delay, jitter, bandwidth, packet loss rate, TCP 
throughput, throughput, ……

–– Overlay applications perform measurements to Overlay applications perform measurements to 
maintain their service qualitymaintain their service quality

•• Streaming services with delay and delayStreaming services with delay and delay--jitter jitter 
measurementsmeasurements

•• Server selection and parallelizing TCP sessions based on Server selection and parallelizing TCP sessions based on 
throughput results of previous transmissionsthroughput results of previous transmissions

•• Locating contents cache/mirror based on delay and Locating contents cache/mirror based on delay and 
bandwidth characteristics bandwidth characteristics 
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Overlay routingOverlay routing

•• Overlay routingOverlay routing: upper: upper--layer traffic routing to layer traffic routing to 
enhance userenhance user--perceived endperceived end--toto--end network end network 
performanceperformance

–– Concentrates only on traffic routingConcentrates only on traffic routing

–– Does not assume specific upperDoes not assume specific upper--layer applicationslayer applications

[4] D. G. Andersen, H. [4] D. G. Andersen, H. BalakrishnanBalakrishnan, M. F. , M. F. KaashoekKaashoek, and R. Morris, , and R. Morris, ““Resilient overlay networks,Resilient overlay networks,””
in in Proceedings of 18th ACM Symposium on Operating Systems PrincipleProceedings of 18th ACM Symposium on Operating Systems Principless,, Oct. 2001.,, Oct. 2001.

http://http://nms.csail.mit.edu/ronnms.csail.mit.edu/ron//

•• Example:Example:

Resilient Overlay Network Resilient Overlay Network 
(RON)(RON)

–– FullFull--mesh measurement of endmesh measurement of end--

toto--end network performanceend network performance

–– Select overlaySelect overlay--level traffic level traffic 

routing path based on the routing path based on the 
measurement results measurement results 
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Effect of overlay routingEffect of overlay routing

•• Reduction of endReduction of end--toto--end delayend delay

–– 40% node40% node--pairs in U.S. network [*]pairs in U.S. network [*]

–– 20% node20% node--pairs in JAPAN network [6]pairs in JAPAN network [6]

–– Especially effective to reduce maximum delayEspecially effective to reduce maximum delay

•• Recovery from network failuresRecovery from network failures

–– BGP requires recovery time proportional to hop BGP requires recovery time proportional to hop 
countscounts

•• It may takes minutes to hours for routing table It may takes minutes to hours for routing table 

convergenceconvergence

–– RON can detect and recover from network failures RON can detect and recover from network failures 
in seconds, independent on hop countsin seconds, independent on hop counts

[*]Akihiro Nakao, ‘Network Embedded Test-beds for New Generation Network Research,’
Overlay Network Symposium, December 2006.
[6] M. Uchida, S. Kamei and R. Kawahara, ‘Performance Evaluation of QoS-aware
Routing in Overlay Network,’ in Proceedings of ICOIN 2006, January 2006. 
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Policy mismatch between overlay routing and IP routingPolicy mismatch between overlay routing and IP routing

•• Overlay routingOverlay routing

–– Configured to improve userConfigured to improve user--perceived endperceived end--toto--end end 
network performancenetwork performance

•• IP routingIP routing

–– Does not consider userDoes not consider user--perceived performance perceived performance 
directlydirectly

–– Most of BGP routing decisions are based on Most of BGP routing decisions are based on 
monetary and political relationships between ISPsmonetary and political relationships between ISPs

•• This difference may generate the traffic which This difference may generate the traffic which 
ignores ISPsignores ISPs’’ monetary cost structuremonetary cost structure

–– FreeFree--riding trafficriding traffic
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Objectives of this workObjectives of this work

•• Focus on freeFocus on free--riding traffic problem caused riding traffic problem caused 
by overlay routing networksby overlay routing networks

–– Simple problem definitionSimple problem definition

–– Formulation of the amount of freeFormulation of the amount of free--riding trafficriding traffic

•• Numerical examples using Numerical examples using PlanetLabPlanetLab
measurement datameasurement data

–– Effectiveness of overlay routingEffectiveness of overlay routing

–– Estimation of the amount of freeEstimation of the amount of free--riding trafficriding traffic
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Network modelNetwork model

ISP CISP C

ISP AISP A ISP BISP B

Transit Link LTransit Link Laa
Bandwidth: Bandwidth: CCaa
Utilization: Utilization: ρρaa

Transit Link LTransit Link Lbb
Bandwidth: Bandwidth: CCbb
Utilization: Utilization: ρρbb

Peering Link LPeering Link Labab
Bandwidth: Bandwidth: CCabab
Utilization: Utilization: ρρabab

Host aHost a Host bHost b

Host cHost cOverlay NodeOverlay Node
RouterRouter

•Transit links
–Connection to upper-layer ISPs

–Lower-layer ISP pays monetary charge 
to upper-layer ISP regardless of traffic 
direction

••Transit linksTransit links
––Connection to upperConnection to upper--layer ISPslayer ISPs

––LowerLower--layer ISP pays monetary charge layer ISP pays monetary charge 
to upperto upper--layer ISP regardless of traffic layer ISP regardless of traffic 
directiondirection

•Peering link
–Connects ISPs without monetary charge

–Transmits packets only from and to the 
connected ISPs 

•Reduces transit costs when the traffic 
between the connected ISPs is large

••Peering linkPeering link
––Connects ISPs without monetary chargeConnects ISPs without monetary charge

––Transmits packets only from and to the Transmits packets only from and to the 
connected ISPs connected ISPs 

••Reduces transit costs when the traffic Reduces transit costs when the traffic 
between the connected ISPs is largebetween the connected ISPs is large
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Network modelNetwork model

ISP CISP C

ISP AISP A ISP BISP B

Transit Link LTransit Link Laa
Bandwidth: Bandwidth: CCaa
Utilization: Utilization: ρρaa

Transit Link LTransit Link Lbb
Bandwidth: Bandwidth: CCbb
Utilization: Utilization: ρρbb

Peering Link LPeering Link Labab
Bandwidth: Bandwidth: CCabab
Utilization: Utilization: ρρabab

Host aHost a Host bHost b

Host cHost c

Direct PathDirect Path
Relayed PathRelayed Path

Overlay NodeOverlay Node
RouterRouter

Data transmission from Host a toData transmission from Host a to Host cHost c
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Who pays monetary costs for the data transmission? Who pays monetary costs for the data transmission? 

•• Using direct path between Host a and Host cUsing direct path between Host a and Host c
–– Host a in ISP A transmits the data using ISP AHost a in ISP A transmits the data using ISP A’’s s 

transit linktransit link

–– Cost of conveying the traffic is charged to ISP ACost of conveying the traffic is charged to ISP A

–– ISP A can collect the cost from Host aISP A can collect the cost from Host a

•• Using relayed path via Host bUsing relayed path via Host b

–– Host a in ISP A transmits data using the peering Host a in ISP A transmits data using the peering 
link between ISP A and B, and ISP Blink between ISP A and B, and ISP B’’s transit links transit link

–– Cost of conveying the traffic is charged only to ISP Cost of conveying the traffic is charged only to ISP 
BB

–– ISP B can not collect the cost from Host a because ISP B can not collect the cost from Host a because 
Host a has no relationship to ISP BHost a has no relationship to ISP B

•• FreeFree--riding traffic problemriding traffic problem
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Possible solutionsPossible solutions

•• Can ISP B collect the cost from Host b, since Can ISP B collect the cost from Host b, since 
Host b relays the traffic?Host b relays the traffic?
–– Difficult, because in many cases Host b is not Difficult, because in many cases Host b is not 

aware of the relayed dataaware of the relayed data

•• Can ISP B collect the cost from ISP A, since Can ISP B collect the cost from ISP A, since 
the relayed traffic is generated from ISP Athe relayed traffic is generated from ISP A’’s s 
host?host?

ISP CISP C

ISP AISP A ISP BISP B

Host aHost a Host bHost b

Host cHost c

–– Difficult, because we cannot Difficult, because we cannot 
separate the overlayseparate the overlay--routed routed 
traffic from the normal traffic traffic from the normal traffic 
between ISP A and Bbetween ISP A and B

•• srcsrc: Host a, : Host a, dstdst: Host b: Host b
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AnalysisAnalysis

•• The analysis results of the amount of overlayThe analysis results of the amount of overlay--
routed traffic on relayed pathrouted traffic on relayed path

•• Two types of overlay routing metricsTwo types of overlay routing metrics

– Bandwidth-aware: routing based on available 
bandwidth

– Delay-aware: routing based on average delay
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Numerical examplesNumerical examples

• Scalable Sensing Service project in PlanetLab
– http://networking.hpl.hp.com/s-cube/

– Full-mesh measurement data of delay, loss, and bandwidth 
between 700 PlanetLab nodes are available

• For each node pair, we compare:
– Delay and available bandwidth of direct path and relayed path

– For relayed path, we plot the best case from all possible 
candidates

• Overlay routing metric:
– Bandwidth-aware: routing based on available bandwidth

– Delay-aware: routing based on average delay

Direct PathDirect Path

Relayed PathRelayed Path
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Effectiveness of overlay routingEffectiveness of overlay routing

• In 96.2% node pair for bandwidth, and 96.3% node 
pair for delay, we can find the relayed path which has 
better performance than the direct path

• Bandwidth-aware routing has larger advantage than 
delay-aware routing
– Effect of IP routing which is configured based on hop-counts 

Bandwidth-aware routing Delay-aware routing
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Amount of relayed trafficAmount of relayed traffic

•• Significant amount of overlay traffic is conveyed by Significant amount of overlay traffic is conveyed by 
relayed pathsrelayed paths

•• All relayed paths are not freeAll relayed paths are not free--riding path, which riding path, which 
depends on the type (transit/peering) of interdepends on the type (transit/peering) of inter--ISP ISP 
linkslinks

–– When at least one transit link is used, the path may covey the When at least one transit link is used, the path may covey the 

freefree--riding trafficriding traffic

–– When all links are peering links, the path is not freeWhen all links are peering links, the path is not free--riding riding 
path, but the additional cost for conveying such traffic cannot path, but the additional cost for conveying such traffic cannot 

be ignoredbe ignored
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ConclusionsConclusions

•• FreeFree--riding traffic problem caused by overlay riding traffic problem caused by overlay 
routingrouting

–– Problem definition and formulationProblem definition and formulation

–– Has large impact on ISPHas large impact on ISP’’s monetary cost structures monetary cost structure

•• Future workFuture work

–– Deeper investigation with Deeper investigation with PlanetLabPlanetLab datadata

•• Considering the effect of link type between ISPsConsidering the effect of link type between ISPs

–– Methods how to detect freeMethods how to detect free--riding trafficriding traffic

–– ISPISP’’s monetary structure to overcome the increase s monetary structure to overcome the increase 

of overlayof overlay--routed trafficrouted traffic


